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Jan 7, 2019 - Review: Undercover Girl is a 2D
side-scrolling action game in the style of 1980s
arcade classics like Kung-F* Master, Final F*ght
and . well, you get the idea. The gameplay is

simple -- you jump on an opponent and click on
him to hit him. Sometimes there are shields to

cover you. If they are shields, you can click on a
shield to destroy it. As an attack, you can shoot

your opponent if he is at a distance (bullets
appear on the screen so you know you hit the
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target). You can use combos to give the enemy
a hard hit. If you get a combo, the enemy goes

into a rage and you can quickly attack him.
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the same name. ... Undercover Girl: The Nopan
JK Sting [FullScreen] - Porn Games. Undercover
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